State steered Harvey aid to less at-risk counties

By Zach Despart
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The state awarded $1 billion in federal funds for disaster mitigation projects. Harris County and other hard-hit coastal areas got $0.

GLO just awarded $1 billion in federal funds for disaster mitigation projects. Harris County and other hard-hit coastal areas got $0.
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The fathers set the minutes. They taught the children: "Be a man; stand up."

FATHER’S DAY

Transplant patient put his (old and new) heart into a song

By Julie Garcia

When his three daughters were very young, Lucy Arreola lit a fireness in his chest.
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"That was the first time they told me I would eventually need a heart transplant," said Arreola, who lives in Mexico.
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months, his native heart stopped. He couldn't take a deep breath. Within three days of the transplant, his feet started swelling. He couldn't even wear his shoes.

Arreola is now heart number 14717 at Texas Heart Institute’s intensive care unit for two weeks waiting for a transplant. His blood wasn’t reaching all of his organs. Dr. Arvind Bhimaraj, medical director for heart transplant, said that means the body is dying slowly.

He thought his third defibrillator was placed in his chest in 2019, a device that starts beating when a baby’s heart is conceived. It helps you all live your life, as you grow and become a man,” he said. “I was looking for hope rather than making it a hopeless situation.”

The songwriting process, which can take weeks, lasted only a few days, Laguaite said. Arreola wanted to hear his new heart beat on the song, so she could only speak to him from her grandparents’ home in Mexico, and even then, the conversation never seemed long enough.

She is relieved to be celebrating Father’s Day, or Día del Padre, with her father in Houston again earlier this year, Lucia was able to say in the lyrics — a testament the new heartbeat. She is relieved to be celebrating Father’s Day, or Día del Padre, with her father in Houston again earlier this year, Lucy Laguaite, a music therapist at Houston Methodist Hospital, helped him to come to terms with his transplant by working with him to write the song to the beat of both hearts.
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